Maryam Bakoshi: Dear all, welcome to the NCUC Africa Webinar on Friday 12 April 2019 at 1600 UTC. Please be aware that this session will be recorded, and the recording and transcript circulated to the relevant group mailing list. Group members absent from this session will be able to access the AC recording and the content of the AC chat. The NCSG Secretariat will be the custodian of the recording, however please note that ICANN org cannot control how those external to ICANN will share the recording or respect the private nature of the conversation.

Ines Hfaiedh: yoneHi Maryam, Hi ever

katambi Joan: hi Maryqm

katambi Joan: Maryram can u share those slides

Maryam Bakoshi: Hello Ines and Joan

Maryam Bakoshi: Sure, do you want me to send it to you now?

katambi Joan: hi Ines and welcome

katambi Joan: on yes on my email address

Maryam Bakoshi: Great, will do now.

katambi Joan: thanks

Thato Mfikwe: No problem, thanks.

katambi Joan: hi That

Thato Mfikwe: Hi Joan

Bukola Oronti: Hello everyone

Taiwo Peter Akinremi: Hi all

Thato Mfikwe: Hi Peter

katambi Joan: hi nattened

Montrésor KONAN: Hello everyone

Liz Orembo: Hello all!

Maryam Bakoshi: @all, please mute your mics if you are not speaking. Thank you!
Ines Hfaiedh: maryam please mute my mic

Maryam Bakoshi: @Ines, done for you
----------------- (04/12/2019 17:19) -----------------
Ines Hfaiedh: thank you

Maryam Bakoshi: You are welcome.
----------------- (04/12/2019 17:22) -----------------
Taiwo Peter Akinremi: @Maryam please mute mine as well

Maryam Bakoshi: @Taiwo, your mic is not on.

Taiwo Peter Akinremi: Thanks
----------------- (04/12/2019 17:25) -----------------
katambi Joan: we can hear you
----------------- (04/12/2019 17:27) -----------------
Pascal Bekono: Hello Dear all, sorry the delay
----------------- (04/12/2019 17:32) -----------------
Ines Hfaiedh: maryam could u please note down the action items

Ines Hfaiedh: 1. Liaise with GSE AFRICA on outreach
----------------- (04/12/2019 17:33) -----------------
Ines Hfaiedh: 2. Work on recommendations for regional strategy

Bukola Oronti: Peter should please speak louder

Ines Hfaiedh: is someone speaking?

Ines Hfaiedh: Peter please raise ur voice
----------------- (04/12/2019 17:36) -----------------
Taiwo Peter Akinremi: S

Montrésor KONAN: I don't hear anything

Taiwo Peter Akinremi: Sorry about that Ines. I will do that next time

Montrésor KONAN: Please can see louder

Taiwo Peter Akinremi: Great Thato
----------------- (04/12/2019 17:40) -----------------
katambi Joan: am willing to join the team

Pascal Bekono: I am available, ready to volunteer

Liz Orembo: I volunteer for the WG

Maryam Bakoshi: Yes
Bukola Oronti: I volunteer to join the WaG

Taiwo Peter Akinremi: Yes

Bukola Oronti: WG

Taiwo Peter Akinremi: Great job Thato

--------------- (04/12/2019 17:46) --------------

Thato Mfikwe: Noted Ines

Thato Mfikwe: Yes we can hear

Ines Hfaiedh: yezcpeter

--------------- (04/12/2019 17:50) --------------

Thato Mfikwe: Once a month since we will be looking into the strategy and tracking progress

--------------- (04/12/2019 17:51) --------------

Taiwo Peter Akinremi: Yes

--------------- (04/12/2019 17:53) --------------

Thato Mfikwe: Thanks everyone for attending, bye

Montrésor KONAN: I don't really hear what's being said. However, here are my questions:- What does NCUC plan to do in the Africa region and particularly in Francophone Africa to encourage more engagement?- What does NCUC plan to do to break down language barriers and thus have a more inclusive group? As a reminder, all exchanges are in English, which is not easy if you want to be fully involved?

Taiwo Peter Akinremi: Thank you all

zina BRAHIM MAHAMAT: thanks u Ali

zina BRAHIM MAHAMAT: *all

Thato Mfikwe: Bye

Pascal Bekono: thanks

Ines Hfaiedh: bye all

Taiwo Peter Akinremi: Great job Ines and Maryam

Bukola Oronti: Thank you all

Maryam Bakoshi: Thank you all, good bye!